
O.I.E.O 
£1,250,000

Dean Oak Lane
Reigate

Surrey



Family bathroom & two en-suites

Four double bedrooms 

Separate living room &, spacious
entrance hall/home office

Beautiful gardens & country fields
surrounding the property

Open plan kitchen/dining area Gated driveway & double garage



Nestled between fields and surrounded by countryside, this gorgeous
property has been transformed by its current owners into an open plan,
modern and airy home that has been finished to a high standard with an
effortless mixture of contemporary and countryfied design. 

Although modest from the outside, stepping foot inside you can’t help but
fall in love with the high ceilings, open plan layout, and floor to ceiling
windows that allow you uninterrupted views of the gardens and surrounding
fields. 

Herringbone flooring leads you from the impressive entrance hall through to
the kitchen/dining area, perfect for a social household, the an Ashley Jay
fitted kitchen includes a large island, integrated Siemens appliances, a
generous amount of cupboard space with a bespoke Silestone Calacatta
Gold worktop. The light and dark tones blend perfectly, and wooden oak
beams gives this space a cottage vibe. During the summer bi-folding doors
and patio doors can be opened to let in a gentle breeze and lead you out
to the sizable garden where surrounding trees provide you with privacy,
there is also a detached oak framed double garage as well as a driveway
with room for multiple cars. 

The separate living room is warm and inviting, panelled walls in a deep
Down Pipe by Farrow & Ball create a cosy environment and built in fireplace
is a stunning added feature. There is a double bedroom on the ground floor
is a stylish en-suite and an additional bedroom that could also comfortably
fit in a double bedroom with room to spare. Following the chic design
throughout, the family bathroom boasts a gorgeous roll top bath for soaking
in after a long day and storage to keep things tided away.

Making your way up the elegant staircase you will find another double
bedroom and the master bedroom, this impressive space has built-in
wardrobes, access to the eves which offers a huge amount of storage
space and the stunning en-suite.

This is one of the most unique properties we have ever listed...



Reigate Station 4.5m     Leigh Village 1.7m   

Priory Primary 3.9m      Reigate School 3.3m 

Reigate Grammar 4.3m     Dunottar School 4.3m

Gatwick Airport 5.9m     East Surrey Hospital 4.6m

Horley Station 4.7m     M25 Access 7.5m

Thomas likes it
because....
"Even just from pulling up on the driveway you
can instantly appreciate the Grand Design style
of those gorgeous home. It's unique and open
plan makes it perfect for a social family whilst still
being inviting and cosy. The huge versatile space
is emphasized by the large windows and high
ceilings flooring this space with light. The location
is also wonderful, you're surrounded by
countryside whilst also being a short drive from
Reigate town. There are some great schools in
the area and Reigate High Street has a wonderful
selection of independently owners shops."

"It has been such a pleasure seeing this creation come
together. From its original humble beginnings to this extremely
impressive family home. We tried to make the specs as grand
as possible with lots of open space for the way we now all live.
Being surrounded by greenery down the quaint and quiet
country roads, it has been finished with just the right
combination of rustic and modern. I can't wait to see
someone put their personal finishing touches to it and really
make this house a home."


